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A method to construct the Wold decomposition for multivariate stationary 
stochastic processes xk , k E Z, is presented. The method is based on orthogonal 
decompositions for xk , k E Z, obtained by forming orthogonal projections of xk , 
k E Z, onto its component processes xki, k E Z, j = l,..., q. The method does not 
give a complete solution to the Wold decomposition problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the construction of the Wold decomposition for a 
q-variate stationary stochastic process xk , k E 2, provided that the spectral 
measure and, in general, even the rank of xK , K E 2, are known. Our method is 
based on the forming of orthogonal decompositions for xlc , k E 2, by applying 
orthogonal projections of xx, K E 2, onto its component processes xkj, k E Z; 
j = l,..., q, and then use criteria given by Robertson [13] and Jang Ze-Pei [2] 
to decide whether the result is the desired Wold decomposition. Unfortunately 
our method does not give a complete solution to the problem how to construct 
the Wold decomposition (cf. Example 9(b)). 
For the sake of completeness, we present in Section 1 the needed results 
concerning bounded orthogonally scattered pairwise biorthogonal vector 
measures with values in a Hilbert space. The main results in Section 1 seem to 
be obtained already by Matveev [7]. 
1. ON BIORTHOGONAL ORTHOGONALLY SCATTERED VECTOR MEASURES 
In this section we present some preliminary results concerning a finite collec- 
tion of pairwise biorthogonal orthogonally scattered vector measures with 
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values in a Hilbert space. The main results (Theorem 2) seem to be obtained 
already in a paper by Metveev [7]. The basic method to prove our results is 
to apply results obtained by Masani [5; Theorem 5.101 and Ressel [12; Theorem 
11. For convenience we consider here only the case of bounded orthogonally 
scattered vector measures. 
Let S be a locally compact Hausdorff space. By C,(S) we denote the linear 
space of all continuous functions f: S - C vanishing at infinity carrying the 
sup-norm topology. Let H be a (fixed) complex Hilbert space. Recall that a 
bounded orthogonally scattered vector measure on S with values in His a bounded 
linear mapping CL: C,,(S) -+ H, or equivalently a countably additive regular set 
function defined on the Bore1 sets Y of S. such that 
(PW I CL(B)) = 0 forall A,BEY;AnB= 0. 
For a bounded orthogonally scattered vector measure CL, there exists a uniquely 
determined bounded positive measure Y on S such that P(p) = P(V), i.e., 
a function u: S ---f C is CL-integrable if and only if 1 u I2 is v-integrable; and 
(j-ud/.#vdp) = j-uadv, u,v~LP(p) (1) 
(cf. [5; Theorem 5.91, [lo; Theorem 241). The (uniquely determined) bounded 
positive measure v satisfying (1) is called the control measure of CL. 
For a bounded orthogonally scattered vector measure p on S with values in H, 
by ?&L} we denote the closed linear subspace in H spanned by the set {p(A) 1 
A E Y}. Recall that 
By I$,,) we denote the orthogonal projection of H onto q&}. 
Let p1 and p2 be two orthogonally scattered bounded vector measures on S 
with values in H. Recall that p1 and p2 are biorthogonal, if 
MA) I POW) = 0 forall A,BE~‘,AAB = ET; 
furthermore pl is j&y subordinate to pa if, in addition, &&} C G{pa). 
Let p1 and p2 be two bounded orthogonally scattered vector measures on S 
with values in H. If pr and p2 are biorthogonal, then there exists a uniquely 
determined bounded complex valued measure v12 on S, the covariance measure 
of pL1 and pa , such that 
(cf. [12; Lemma 11, [lo; Theorem 171, [9; Theorem 2.4.11 and its proof]). 
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The following lemma is a direct consequence of results obtained by Masani 
[5; Theorem 5.101 and Ressel [12; Theorem 1 and Remark 1, p. 4501. 
LEMMA 1. Let pk , K = 0, l,..., q, be a family of bounded orthogonally scattered 
pairwise biorthogonal vector measures on S with values in H. For j = 1,. . ., q put 
Pj,O(A) = p~{uo,(Pjwh AEY. 
Then tsj.0 is a bounded orthogonally scattered vector measure on S with values in 
g{p,,} such that 
(i) ~~,o , pb , j = l,..., q; k = 0, l,..., q, is a family of 2q + 1 bounded 
orthogonally scattered pairwise biorthogonal vector measures; 
(ii) ~~~~ is fully subordinate to ,uO , j = l,..., q. 
If vrm is the control measure of t.~~ and if vjo is the covariance measure of /.Lj and p0 , 
then vjo is absolutely continuous with respect to voo and 
/+.&A) = s XA dv,, Go 9 ho AEY, 
j = l,..., q. Here ,Q is the characteristic function of a set A E Y. 
Remark. Suppose the bounded orthogonally scattered vector measures ,A 
and CL’ are biorthogonal. Then for any a, b, c, d E C, 
p1 = ap + bp’ and ~2 = CCL +- dp’ 
are bounded orthogonally scattered biorthogonal vector measures. 
Let pFLi, j = I,..., q, be a family of bounded orthogonally scattered pairwise 
biorthogonal vector measures on S with values in H. The q x q-matrix 
where vjj and Vjk are the bounded measures satisfying (1) and (2), respectively, 
j, k = l,..., q, is called the covariance matrix of p = (pr ,..., CL*). 
The following theorem is now obvious. 
THEOREM 2 (Matveev [7]). Let t+, j = 0, I,..., q, be a family of bounded 
orthogonally scattered pairwise biorthogonal vector measures on S with values in H 
and let C(r) = (v&~-O be the covmiance matrix of or. = (t+, ,..., p,J. Put 
Pj,(A) = f’~+d(~j(A)) = J XA 2 ho ) A E 9, j = I,..., q, 
00 
Foi,(A) = POW ,&(A) = 0, AE9, 
PAA> = pj.o(A), &(A) = /+(A) - ~~j.o(Ah A E 9’; j = l,..., q. 
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Then t& , j = 0, l,..., q, and & , j = 0, l,..., q, are families of q + 1 bounded 
orthogonally scattered pairwise biorthogonal vector measures on S with values in H 
such that 
The covariance matrices of fi = (&, ,..., pp) and @’ = (pi ,..., &) aye C(p) = 
(c&k=0 and C(g) = (?ik)q,k=O , respectively, where 
Fij(A) = v,~(A) + cjj(A) - 2 Re vj,,(A), A E Y, j = l,..., q; 
AEY’; j,k=O,l,..., q; 
fijk(A) = fi,(A), ;;&A) = i&(A), A E 9’; j, k = 0, I,..., q. 
EXAMPLE 3. Suppose pi , j = l,..., q, is a family of bounded orthogonally 
scattered pairwise biorthogonal vector measures on S with values in H and let 
Q.L) = (I’~~);,~=~ be the covariance matrix’of or. = (pr ,..., &. Suppose /3 is a 
(possibly unbounded) positive (Radon) measure on S. For all j = l,..., q, there 
then exists a uniquely determined decomposition pj = pj,s + pj,c , the Lebesgue 
decomposition for pi with respect to /I, ,where pj,s is a P-singular and pj,c is a 
/3-continuous bounded orthogonally scattered vector measure on S with values 
in $&}. If vjj = vjj,g + vjjsc is the Lebesgue decomposition for vjj with respect 
to /3, then vij,s and vjj,C are the control measures of pj,s and t~~,~ , respectively. 
Furthermore, 
(cf. [ll]). It is clear that 
sP{P~..s~ -L 5b4c.c~~ j, k = 1 ,..., q, 
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and, a fortiori, tag , pj,s , pisc , j = l,..., q, is a family of 3q bounded orthogonally 
scattered pairwise biorthogonal vector measures. Furthermore, 
(4) 
The covariance matrices of IL, = (~i,~ ,..., pQ,) and lag = (pi.0 ,..., pLp,J are 
wb) = hc.sL.1 and WC) = hd;.k=l 9 
respectively, where vjlc = vjk,s + vik,c is the Lebesgue decomposition for Vet 
with respect to /3; j, K = l,..., q. The decomposition 
C(r) = C(k) + f34 
is the Lebesgue decomposition for C(p) with respect to /3 obtained by CramCr 
[l; Sect. 4, Theorem 21 (cf. [3; Sect. 1.11, [14; p. 3661). 
2. STATIONARY PROCESSES 
In this section we recall the Wold decomposition for a q-variate (weakly 
stationary) stochastic process. 
Let G be a locally compact Abelian group and let H be a complex Hilbert 
space. Recall that a q-vuariute stochastic process is a function x, = (all,..., x,*), 
gE G, where x,iEH, j = l,..., q; g E G. A stochastic process x, = (xgl,..., x~Q), 
g E G, is q.m. continuous, if all the mappings g + x09, g E G; j = l,..., q, are 
continuous. A stochastic process x, , g E G, is (weakly) stationury, if the q x q 
Gramian matrix 
(x, , xl&) = <(x,i I xh”));,k=l = qQ), 
depends only on h-lg; h, g E G. A stationary stochastic process x, , g E G, is q.m. 
continuous, if and only if its covuriunce function K(g), g E G, is continuous on G. 
Let xt , t E T, be a stochastic process defined on a set T and let $ be a family 
of nonempty subsets in T. By q{x} we denote the closed linear subspace in H 
spanned by the set {x,j 1 j = l,..., q; t E T}. For J E $, by g{x; J} we denote the 
closed linear subspace in H spanned by the set {x,j 1 j = l,..., q; t E J}. Further- 
more we put 
The stochastic process xt , t E T, is called $-singulur, if *{x; /} = g{x}; it is 
called P-regular, if q{x; $} = {O}. 
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Remark. Tjostheim [19], [20] has defined the class of regular (or purely 
non-deterministic) stochastic processes in the case T = R” by applying so- 
called innovations of the process. The innovation approach and its connection 
between the ,$-regularity has been studied e.g. by Schmidt [16], [17] and by 
Schmidt and Weron [ 181 ( see also the references given there). 
Let xt , t E T, be a stochastic process and let $ be a family of nonempty 
subsets in T such that for any t E T there exists a /E $ for which t E J. Then 
Yt = (P- s9(x:j)Xt1- P- SP{X;/jxt*)* wt = Xt - Yt 9 t E T, 
where %(,,xI) is the orthogonal projection of H onto q{x; y}, is the uniquely 
determined decomposition, the Wold decomposition for xt , t E T, with respect 
to $, satisfying the conditions: 
(W.4 yt , t E T, and wt , t E T, are p-variate stochastic processes; 
(W.b) %Y; 1) C &; 11, sp(w; I> C sp(x; I>, J E I; &Y) C &x), 
$w) c sp{x) ; 
(W.4 sP{yI I sp{wI; 
(W.d) yt , t E T, is $-singular; wt , t E T, is $-regular. 
If x, , g E G, is stationary (and q.m. continuous), if / is closed under trans- 
lations and if, in addition, 
(W.e) the 4 x 4 Gramian matrices (x, , yh) and (x, , wn) depend only 
on h-‘g; g, h E G; 
then even y, , g E G, and w, , g E G, are stationary (and q.m. continuous); cf. 
Salehi and Scheidt [15; Theorem 2.131 and Weron [21; Theorem 21. 
LEMMA 4. Let xt , t E T, be a stochastic process deJined on a set T and let $ 
be a family of nonempty subsets in T such that for any t E T there exists a JE $ 
for which t E J. Suppose MC ${x; $} is a closed linear subspace in H. Put 
Zt = (P&fx,l,..., PMXiQ), Vt = Xt - Zt , t E T, 
where PM is the orthogonal projection of H onto M. Let vt = rt + ut , t E T, be 
the Wold decomposition fm vt , t E T, w.r.t. #. Then: 
(i) zt , t E T, is $-singular; 
(ii) s${z} C s?(x), sp{v} C Sp{x}; 
- - 
Pi> sP{z) -L SpW; 
(iv) sp(x; $} = M @ G{v; /}; 
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(v) xt = yt + wt , t E T, where 
yt = zt + rt , wt=ut, tET, 
is the Weld decomposition for xt , t E T, w.r.t. $. 
Proof. (i) Since MC q{x; $}, 
zt = (PMX,l,..., PM%*) = (PMYtl,..., PdtP), t E T. 
The $-singularity of zt , t E T, follows then from the $-singularity of’ yt , 
t E T, since any q-variate stochastic process that is a bounded linear transforma- 
tion of a $-singular q-variate stochastic process is $-singular. 
(ii)-(iii) The assertions (ii)-(iii) follow immediately from the definition 
of zt , t E T. 
(iv) Since A4 C q{x; $}, it is clear that Zj{v; J} C ${x; 1) for all J E $. 
Thus, g{v; $} C q{x; f} and, a fortiori, M @ g{v; $} C ${x; A. 
On the other hand, suppose z E q{x; $}. Put z = zr + zs , where zr E M 
and za E q{x; $}, Z, 1 M. In order to show that Z, E g{v; $1, note that for 
any E > 0 and for any element z’ E q{x; J}, J E f, 
n 
2’ = c akx$;,’ , 
k=l 
t(k) E J, 1 <j(K) < q; k = l,..., 11, satisfying /I x - Z’ Ij < E one has 
ll(I - PM& - 411 < 6 
and 
(I - P&z - 2’) = z2 - f  &) =kvt(k) . 
k=l 
Thus, the fact that x E g{x; $> implies that za E q{v; 81, proving the assertion 
(iv). 
(v) The assertion (v) follows immediately from (iv). 
The lemma is proved. 
Remurk. Let x, , g E G, be a stationary (and q.m. continuous) stochastic 
process and let U,: Z${x} + g{x}, g E G, be the shift operator group of x, , 
g E G, i.e., the group of unitary operators on g{x> for which U,x,,j = xi,,; g, h E G, 
j = l,..., q. Suppose $ is a family of nonempty subsets in G, which is closed 
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under translations. If MC sp{x; f} is a closed linear subspace in H, which is 
invariant under U, , g E G, then even the stochastic processes 
2, = (P&fxgl,..., P&fxgQ), v, = xg - z, , g E G, 
are stationary (and q.m. continuous). 
EXAMPLE 5. (a) Let xt = (XC,..., x~Q), t E T, be a stochastic process defined 
on a set T and let $ be a family of nonempty subsets in T such that for any 
t E T there exists a J E J@ for which t E J. Then 
sP(xj; $1 c sp{x; A, j = I,..., q, 
and, a fortiori, the stochastic processes 
zt = (P&fxtl,..., PMXtQ), vt = xt - zt , t E T, (5) 
have the properties (i)-(v) stated in Lemma 4 for any M of the form 
M = v sp{x$ $}, KC {l,..., q}. 
jPK 
(6) 
Note that the inclusion 
may be strict (cf. Example 9). 
(b) Suppose x, = (xgl,..., x~*), g E G, is a (q.m. continuous) stationary 
stochastic process and suppose 9 is a family of nonempty subsets in G, which 
is closed under translations. Then all the closed linear subspaces q{xj; j}, 
j = I,..., q, in H are invariant under the shift operator group U, , g E G, of 
x, , g E G. Thus, the stochastic processes z, , g E G, and v, , g E G, defined in (5) 
are stationary (and q.m. continuous) having the properties (i)-(v) stated in 
Lemma 4 for any M of the form (6). 
(c) Suppose X~ = (xgl,..., xgg), g E G, is a q.m. continuous stationary 
stochastic process. Then there exists a family of bounded orthogonally scattered 
pairwise biorthogonal vector measures p = (pi ,..., p,J, the spectral measure of 
x, , g E G, defined on the dual group I’ of G such that q&j} = &i>, 
Xl7 j = Y(g) 4%b)9 s- g E G, j = I,..., q. 
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Let $ be a family of nonempty subsets in G, which is closed under translations. 
Suppose one of the component processes of x, , g E G, say xrrl, g E G, is $- 
singular. Put M = q{xl> (=q{xl; /I). Then the stochastic processes z, , 
g E G, and v, , g E G, defined in (6) are q.m. continuous and stationary stochastic 
processes having the properties (i)-(v) stated in Lemma 4. Furthermore, 
gE G, j = I,..., 4, (7) 
where C(P) = (c&=,, is the covariance matrix of p.. 
Recall that the covariance function K(g), g E G, of x, , g E G, has a spectral 
representation in the form 
(x,j / xhk) = / ,(h-lg) dv&); g, h E G; j, k = l,..., 4. 
The spectral representations for the covariance functions of z, , g E G, and v, 
g E G, respectively, can be obtained by applying Theorem 2. 
Stationary stochastic processes obtained by the orthogonal projection formula 
(7) have been considered by Matveev [7]. 
3. ON THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE WOLD DECOMPOSITION 
In this section we consider the construction of the Wold decomposition 
connected with the classical linear prediction problem for a q-variate stationary 
stochastic process. For convenience we consider here only the case G = 2 even 
if our results can be transformed into the case G = R. In our case $ = y-a = 
{(-co,k]CZ~kEZ}. 
We show first that in forming the Wold decomposition w.r.t. $-m , we can 
restrict ourselves into the case of stationary stochastic processes with spectral 
measures that are absolutely continuous with respect to m, the Lebesgue measure 
of (0,2?7]. 
THEOREM 6. Let xF , k E 2, be a stationary stochastic process and let p = 
(Pl ,a--, p,J be its spectrdl measure. Let pIl = (pI,$ ,..., tlq,J and P, = (P~,~ ,..., & 
be the m-singular and m-continuous parts of p, respectively. Then 
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and the stationary stochastic processes zk , k E 2; vk , k E 2, 
.zk3 = s eikA dpj,,(h), vkj = eikA dpj,,(h), s REZ, j = l,..., 4, 
have the properties (i)-(v) stated in Lemma 4. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 4, since it is well-known that 
and 
s&j> = SP{cLi,J c spix; $-co), j = l,..., 4, 
(cf. Example 3). 
Suppose the spectral measure p = (CL 1,..., po) of a stationary stochastic 
process xk , k E 2, is m-continuous, or equivalently, the covariance matrix 
C(p) = (vjn)T,k=r of TV, consist of m-continuous measures. The Q x 4 matrix of 
functions f = (fjk)y,kE;l ,
f,,2%, j, k = 1 ,..., 4, 
is called the spectral density of xk , k E 2. 
Recall that the rank r(x) of a stationary stochastic process xk , k E 2, is defined 
to be the rank of the q x q Gramian matrix (x0 - $ , x,, - $), where 
%l = (p~(x;(-ar.-l,~~gl,‘“, PG(X.(-, -1])3coQ). . * 
Here P~((x;(-m,-l~~ is the orthogonal projection of H onto g{x; (-co, -11). 
Remark 7. (a) Suppose xk = uk + vk , k E 2, is a decomposition for a 
q-variate stationary stochastic process xk , k E 2, such that 
6.1) uk , k E 2, and vk , k E 2, are q-variate stationary stochastic processes; 
(R.2) sP(u) I sp(vl, &I C $x), &I C &x). 
Then r(x) = r(u) + r(v), if and only if 
S(x) = S(u) + S(v), R(x) = R(u) + R(v), 
where x = S(x) + R(x), u = S(u) + R(u), v  = S(v) + R(v) are the corre- 
sponding Weld decompositions w.r.t. yI-m . Especially, 
S(x) = 11, R(x) = v, 
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if and only if r(x) = Y(V) and vlc , K E 2, is j-,-regular; cf. Robertson [13; 
Corollary 2.7, Theorem 3.11, Jang Ze-Pei [2; Part I, Theorem 91. (For the case 
G = R cf. [13; Sect. 61). 
(b) Recall that Wiener and Masani [22; Theorem 7.121 and Matveev [6], 
[8] (cf. Masani [4; pp. 371-3721) h ave p resented necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for a stationary stochastic process xk , K E 2, to be y-,-regular with 
Y(X) = q and r(x) = p, 0 < p < q, respectively. (For the case G = R cf. [S]). 
(c) Suppose a stationary stochastic process xlc , K E Z, has an m-continuous 
spectral measure and suppose its spectral density f satisfies the condition 
rankf<l a.e. (m). 
Recall that in this case xlc , K E Z, is either $-,-singular or $-,-regular (cf. 
Robertson [13; Lemma 4.3, Corollary 5.31). 
(d) For (necessary and) sufficient conditions for a stationary stochastic 
process xk , k E Z, with an m-continuous spectral measure to be $_,-singular 
see [2; Part I, Theorem 15 and Part IT], [7]. 
We are now ready to present an algorithm, which gives a partial solution to 
the problem how to construct the Wold decomposition for a stationary stochastic 
process xle , K E Z, provided that its spectral measure is known. In general, even 
r(x) must be known. Unfortunately the algorithm does not give a complete 
solution to this problem (cf. Example 9(b)). Notice the algorithmic notation. 
ALGORITHM. Let xk, k E Z, be a stationary stochastic process and let 
v = (PI ,...t pp) be its spectral measure. 
For any stationary stochastic process zk, K E Z, by S(z) and R(z) we denote 
the $..,-singular and $-,-regular parts of zI, , K E Z, respectively. 




eikA C&~,,(A), vkj = eikA dpj,c(X), 
s 
kcZ, j= l,..., q. 
Step 2. If R(v) = 0, then 
S(x) = x, R(x) = 0 
(cf. Example 5(c), Theorem 6, Remark 7(d)). 
If R(v) # 0 (or if it cannot be decided whether R(v) # 0 or not), go to 
Step 3. 
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Step 3. If S(v) = 0, then 
S(x) = 11, R(x) = v 
(cf. Example 5(c), Theorem 6, Remark 7(b)). 
If S(v) # 0, go to Step 4. 
Step 4. If there does not exist any (non-zero) $-,-singular component 
vkj, k E Z, of vk , k E Z, go to Step 5. 
If there exists a (non-zero) y-,-singular component, say vkl, k E Z, of vk , 
k E Z, put 
WkJ = 
s 
t+ J$ (A) d/qX), kEZ, j = l,..., q, (8) 
where 9 = (pi ,..., j&) is the spectral measure of vk , k E Z, and C(g) = (iiik)T,k=l 
is the covariance matrix of F. Put 
uk = uk + wk , vk = vk - wk , k E Z, 
and go to Step 2. 
Step 5. Choose, if possible, a (non-zero) component, say wkl, k E Z, of vk , 
k E Z, such that for the stationary stochastic processes wlc , k E Z, defined in (8), 
andw; =vk-wk,kEZ,onehas 
Y(V) = y(w) + +9 (9) 
Then Y(W) = 0 or Y(W) = 1 (cf. Remark 7(d)). If Y(W) = 0, put 
Uk =uk+wk, Vk = Vk - Wk ) k E Z, 
. 
and go to Step 2 (cf. Remark 7(a)). If Y(W) = 1, then 
S(x) = u + S(w’), R(x) = w + R(w’) (10) 
(cf. Remark 7(a)). 
If no components vkj, k E Z, of vR , k E Z, satisfying (9) can be found, then 
S(x) = u + S(v), R(x) = R(v). (11) 
Remark 8. (a) In order to construct the Wold decomposition w’ = S(w’) + 
R(w’) in (10) one can try to apply the algorithm. However, the Wold decom- 
position v = S(v) + R(v) in (11) cannot be formed by applying the algorithm 
(cf. Example 9(b)). 
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(b) In some special cases the use of the algorithm can be impoved by 
noting that for the rank Y(X) and the spectral density f of a stationary stochastic 
process xlc , k E Z, with an m-continuous spectral measure, one has 
Y(X) < essinf rank(f) (m); and Y(X) > max(r(u), r(v)) 
for any stationary stochastic processes uk , k E 2, vlc , k E 2, such that 
xk = uk + vk , kEZ; 
[13; Theorem 2.1 and Sect. 51 (cf. Example 9(a)). 
EXAMPLE 9. (a) Consider two stationary stochastic processes yj,k , k E 2, 
J’ = 1,2, with m-continuous spectral measures such that T{ yr} 1 q{ ya} and 
(Yj,h I yj.k) = J" ei(h-k%(Y h h,keZ, j= 1,2, 
where 
i.e., ylsk , k E 2, is $_,-regular and y2,k , k E 2, is $_,-siWglar. 
Define a 2-variate stationary stochastic process xlc = (xk’, xk2), k E Z, by 
Then 
xk ' = Y1.k + Y2.k > xk2 = y1.k 3 k E z- 
e4 = (Y2 9 o>, w = (Y1,Y1)* (12) 
When applying the algorithm, in order to obtain (12), notice that the spectral 
density of xK , k E Z, is 
f = (fyy 2). 
Clearly, f  does not satisfy the conditions given by Wiener and Masani [23] (cf. 
[8]), in order xk , k E Z, to be $_,-regular with Y(X) = 2 or Y(X) = 1. Thus, 
Y(X) < 1. Since xkj, k E Z, are x,-regular we must apply Step 5 with u = 0, 
v  = x. The orthogonal projection onto q{w”} gives 
w = (Yl ,Yl), w’ = (Y2 > O), 
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i.e., Y(W) = 1, r(l) =O. Since r(v) < 1 and r(v) 3 max(r(w), Y(W’)) (cf. 
Remark 8(b)), we get 
Y(V) = Y(W) + y(w’), 
i.e., 
S(x) = w’ = (y2 > O), R(x) = w = (Yl ,Yd 
(b) Let Yj.k T  K E 2; j = 1,2, be defined as in (a). Define a 2-variate 
stationary stochastic process xk , K E 2, by 
Then 
xk ' = Y1.k + Y2.k P xk2 = y1.k: + 2y2.k , k E 2. 
fw = (Y2 > 2Y2)> w = (Yl ,Yl>. 
In order to apply the algorithm notice that the spectral density f of xk , k E 2, 
is 
As in (a) we must apply Step 5 with u = 0, v = x. But in this case the or- 
thogonal projection onto g{wl} and q{w2>, respectively, produces in both cases 
stationary stochastic processes wk , k E 2, and w; , k E 2, that are Am-singular 
and, a fortiori, different from S(x) and R(x). Thus, in this case the algorithm 
does not give a complete solution. The algorithm indicates the failure with the 
inequality 
1 = Y(X) > Y(W) + r(w’) = 0. 
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